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	MCSA/MCSE 70-290 Exam Prep: Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment (2nd Edition), 9780789736482 (0789736489), Que, 2006
MCSA/MCSE

Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft ® Windows Server 2003 Environment

 

Your Complete Certification Solution!

 

Exam 70-290

 

Lee Scales

 

The Smart Way to Study

 

In This Book You’ll Learn How To

	Implement and manage local and network resources
	Manage files and folders
	Implement, manage, monitor, and troubleshoot hardware devices
	Implement, manage, monitor, and troubleshoot disk quotas
	Implement, manage, monitor, and troubleshoot Print Monitor
	Monitor and optimize system performance
	Implement and manage group policy
	Manage and implement disaster recovery
	Manage users, computers, and groups
	Implement and manage a software update infrastructure


 

WRITTEN BY A LEADING 70-290 EXAM EXPERT!

Lee Scales, BSEE, MCSE (NT/W2K/W2K3), has worked in the computer industry for more than 25 years, including stints with IBM and Microsoft. He is employed as a senior network consultant with Levi, Ray & Shoup, Inc., of Overland Park, Kansas. In addition to his consulting duties, he has developed courseware for the Windows platform for several years and has contributed as an author to titles in the Exam Cram series and to a number of websites.

 

See the Inside Back Cover for Exclusive Access to 70-290 Practice Questions and Simulations!

	Helps you identify your strengths and weaknesses, so you can assess your readiness to take the actual 70-290 exam.
	Provides detailed explanations of correct and incorrect answers.
	Features a variety of study modes, so you can work your way through the questions in the manner that best suits your study preferences.
	Covers each 70-290 exam objective.
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Tomcat: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
It takes a book as versatile as its subject to cover Apache Tomcat, the popular open source Servlet and JSP container and high performance web server. Tomcat: The Definitive Guide is a valuable reference for administrators and webmasters, a useful guide for programmers who want to use Tomcat as their web application server during...

		

My Age of Anxiety: Fear, Hope, Dread, and the Search for Peace of MindKnopf, 2014

	A riveting, revelatory, and moving account of the author’s struggles with anxiety, and of the history of efforts by scientists, philosophers, and writers to understand the condition

	 

	As recently as thirty-five years ago, anxiety did not exist as a diagnostic category. Today, it is the most common form of...


		

Water Technology, Second Edition: An Introduction for Environmental Scientists and EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 2005

	Water and wastewater engineering is the worlds biggest industry with more professionals working in it than in any other single industry sector. This accessible student textbook introduces the reader to the key concepts of water technology by explaining the fundamentals of hydrobiology, aquatic ecosystems, water treatment and supply and...





	

HTML Mastery: Semantics, Standards, and StylingFriends of Ed, 2006
Why settle for average HTML, when you can become a master of it? Markup is the fabric that holds the web together, but most people only scratch the surface of what can be achieved using (X)HTML.
 
 That's where this unique book comes in—it's aimed at web designers and developers who have already mastered the basics of HTML and web...

		

Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Spring in Action, Fourth Edition is a hands-on guide to the Spring Framework, updated for version 4. It covers the latest features, tools, and practices including Spring MVC, REST, Security, Web Flow, and more. You'll move between short snippets and an ongoing example as you learn to build...



		

Optical Networks and Technologies: IFIP TC6 / WG6.10 First Optical Networks & Technologies Conference (OpNeTec), October 18-20, 2004, Pisa, ItalySpringer, 2004
This book is of interest to both academic and professional researchers working in the field of optical fiber communication. The focus is on engineering networks exploiting advanced optical technologies. Originally presented at OpNeTec 2004, the chapters cover optical network systems, transmission, and amplification; theoretical aspects; system...
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